PASSENGER TRANSPORT
OPERATIONS MANAGER
LEVEL 4 APPRENTICESHIP

Introduction

Duration

Every day millions of people use the transport network to get
to work, to see friends and family or to go on holiday. Passenger
transport service managers are essential to the safe and
efficient operation of this network. They make a difference by
overseeing the daily operation of the station or depot, ensuring
business objectives are met and customers are able to travel
safely, on time and in comfort from the beginning to the end of
their chosen journey. An apprenticeship in passenger transport
services is a great opportunity to acquire the skills, knowledge
and behaviours that play a vital role in providing a high quality,
accessible, safe and modern transport service. A career in
passenger transport services allows you to follow a profession
in Rail, Bus and Coach.

This apprenticeship is expected to last up to 18-20 months
but can be less depending on ability and previous skills and
knowledge.

A passenger transport services operations manager is required
to have a detailed understanding of the operational transport
service, its targets and obligations, the relevant transport
infrastructure and its assets. Their role may involve financial and
budget responsibilities, day-today operational management
of a passenger transport environment, compliance and
quality checks and people management. An apprenticeship in
passenger transport services is your first stop to a great career
in an exciting and dynamic industry.

This apprenticeship is in funding band 10. Levy paying
employers may fund apprentices on this programme from their
Apprenticeship Account and non-levy paying SMEs through the
co-funded option. There may be a small fee for some SME’s.

This apprenticeship will include the Institute of Leadership and
Management Level 4 as well as the Operators CPC (Passenger
transport).

Entry Requirements
Employers will set their own entry requirements, but it is
expected that the individuals would have worked within a
supervisory role prior to undertaking this apprenticeship.
Applicants will typically have already achieved English and
maths at GCSE grade C or equivalent and should hold a Level
2 business related qualification or have at least two years’
experience in a passenger service environment.

Functional Skills
It is anticipated that functional skills will not be required due
to the entry criteria but should this need to be undertaken
Functional Skills Level 2 in English and maths will need to be
achieved on the apprenticeship.
Development of further English and maths skills will continue
for the whole of the apprenticeship even if the functional skills
are achieved before the end of the programme.

Progression
On successful completion, apprentices may choose to register
as Associate members with the Chartered Management
Institute and/or the Institute of Leadership & Management, to
support their professional career development.
Progression on to higher level apprenticeships are available in
Operational/Departmental Manager at Level 5.

Funding

This apprenticeship standard is set at Level 4.

On Programme Learning
Project-Based Assignment.
The project based assignment provides a substantive evidence
base from a business-related project to demonstrate the
application of skills, knowledge and behaviours.
The project should normally be based on a business problem
that forms part of the apprentice’s role. It should cover key
activities, which include:

•O
 perational management
•Q
 uality and compliance
•M
 anaging customer safety.
All projects must:

•C
 ontain an analysis of the problem
•O
 utline the steps taken to address the problem and the
outcome

•P
 rovide a review of what was done and lessons learnt
•H
 ave a word count of 3000 with a +/- 10% variance
permitted.

MILESTONES
Pre Sign Up

Month 1

• Review workplace duties and
management responsibilities
• Initial assessment test Bksb
• Induction and sign-up
paperwork completed
• Discuss taught sessions and
identify most appropriate ones
relevant to job role.

Month 2

Milestone 1

Self Awareness

Operational Management 1

• Personal SWOT

• PESTLE Analysis

• BKSB diagnostic for both
maths and English completed

• Personal Development Planning

• Internal capability in
Organisations

• SMART Objectives
• Emotional Intelligence
• Unconscious bias and inclusivity
• Learning Styles – Honey and
Mumford

• Resource Planning
• Root Cause Analysis
• Gathering and analysing
Information

• Leadership Styles

• Brainstorming

‘O’ CPC Topic:

‘O’ CPC Topic:

• Initial skill assessment of
management knowledge and
experience
• First skills review to check
skills, knowledge and behaviour
progress.

• Civil Law

• Commercial Law.

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

Month 6

Operational Management 2

Leading People 1

Leading People 2

Communications

• Decision Making Tools

• Leadership theories

• Planning Change – logic
diagrams and Gantt Charts

• Leadership Styles

• Structure of a 1:1 Training
session

• Differences between coaching,
mentoring and training

• Organisational Culture

•A
 dvantages and
disadvantages of different
communication methods

• Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

• Coaching Models

‘O’ CPC Topic:

‘O’ CPC Topic:

• Business and financial
management of the
undertaking.

• Implementing and
communicating Change
‘O’ CPC Topic:
• Social Law.

• Fiscal Law.

• Transactional Analysis
• Active Listening
•D
 elivering constructive
feedback
• NLP principles
‘O’ CPC Topic:
• Access to the market.

Month 7

Milestone 2

Month 8

Month 9

Managing People 1

• Sit and pass the first Functional
Skill at Level 2 (if required)

Managing People 2

Project Management

•C
 onducting effective Appraisal
meetings

• Key stages in Project Life Cycle

• Questioning Techniques
• Feedback Models

•T
 ools and techniques – PERT
diagrams, Plan on a Page,
RACI Matrix

•T
 ime Management tools and
techniques

• Monitoring Tools
‘O’ CPC Topics:

‘O’ CPC Topics:

• Review 2-4.

• Groups and Teams
• Belbin’s Team roles
• Collaborating between teams

• Second skills review to check
skills, knowledge and behaviour
progress.

• Building rapport and trust
•M
 otivational Theories –
Maslow, Hertzberg, McGregor
‘O’ CPC Topic:
• Road Safety.

• Managing Performance

• Project key documentation

• Review 1-2.

Month 10

Month 11

Milestone 3

Month 12

Building Relationships

Finance
•G
 overnance and compliance
processes

• Sit and pass the second
Functional Skill at Level 2
(if required).

• Mock knowledge test

• Stakeholder Analysis
• Mendelow Matrix, Eden and
• Ackerman mapping analyses
• Negotiation Styles
• Influencing tactics
• Conflict Management

• Value of money
• Setting realistic budgets

• Revisit development plan
• Revisit operational
management

• Contingency plans

• Reflection on conducting
appraisals.

• Monitoring budgets

‘O’ CPC:
• 5 Day training course

‘O’ CPC Topics:

• Multiple choice test

• Review 5-6.

• 3 Day training course
• Case study.

Month 13

Month 14

Milestone 4

Month 15

• Incident reporting

• Completion of actions including
portfolio building and CPD log

• Third skills review to check
skills, knowledge and behaviour
progress

Completion of actions including
portfolio building and CPD log.

• Reflect on management skills;
confident leading the team,
building positive relationships,
and own personal development.

• Chairing meetings.

• Completion of actions including
portfolio building and CPD log
• Revisit project management
• Emotional intelligence.

• Revisit operational
management
• Revisit development plan
• Mock tests.

• Competency-based interviews

Month 16

Month 17

Month 18

Milestone 5

• Practice competency-based
interviews

• Practice professional discussion.

• Review EPA work and identify
any final actions

• Reflect on session and
complete CPD log

• Complete CPD log

• EPA discussion between the
employer/apprentice and
College to confirm proceeding
to EPA

• Professional discussion - part 1.

• Reflect on session
• Professional discussion - part 2.

• Complete any final actions
• Portfolio consolidation.

• Book EPA.

‘O’ CPC:
• Re-sit opportunity for multiple
choice and/or case study.

@westoncollege

01934 411 594

www.weston.ac.uk/employers

Knowledge and
understanding (Know it)

Skills (Show it)

Safety

Compliance

Understand how to ensure you and your
customers, contractors and stakeholders
comply with relevant rules, procedures,
regulations and laws and the effect of
non-compliance on the business.

• Evaluate the transport environment and
ensure it complies with relevant laws and
contractual obligations

Quality
Understand the range of products and
services and how value and increased
efficiency can affect commercial transport
environments and how this can be improved
upon.
Customer service
Understand the diverse range of customers,
contractors and stakeholders and their
needs, rights and expectations. Understand
how to provide an excellent service that
promotes the transport industry.
Management
Understand your role and responsibilities
within the organisation, the wider transport
network, its targets, performance measures
and obligations. This could include
managing a busy station and responsibility
for operational performance.

• Ensure checks to the transport
environment are performed and that teams
are working in a safe and efficient manner

Interpersonal
• Identify and assess situations that may
lead to confusion, panic and conflict and
provide management intervention in a way
that maintains the safe operation of the
transport environment
• Identify and assess when teams and/or
individuals require support, the techniques
for dealing with this and the potential
impact of a lack of support.
Delivery

• Comply with procedures regarding
personal preparation prior to undertaking
a role in the transport environment.

•E
 ncourage customer service actions that
comply with transport industry standards
and promote a positive image of the
transport environment

Awareness

•A
 ssess the outcomes of both negative and
positive customer feedback and implement
improvements to the customer experience

• Comply with security procedures and
systems, taking appropriate action when
a breach has occurred or is suspected
• Monitor and review safe working practices
and make suitable recommendations for
change
• Recognise when behaviour is inappropriate
and could lead to a conflict or dangerous
situation and take prompt actions to
ensure safety.
Decision making
• Conduct a transport environment risk
assessment

•M
 anagement skills and competence.
Financial
•P
 repare for and support compliance
checks and audits and take corrective
action
•M
 onitor the performance of contracts
including resource requirements and take
action when variations occur
• Investigate and take action when fraud is
suspected or has been identified.

• Investigate the nature and level of an
incident or emergency and determine
the likely cause based on the evidence
and ensure corrective action is taken and
preventative controls are put in place

Leadership

• Act appropriately and effectively during
incidents and emergency situations
to minimise risks to people and the
environment

•S
 et objectives, provide support and
monitor and review the progress of the
team and department.

• Quality skills and competence.

Performance

Problem solving
• Monitor and review the availability of
facilities and services and implement plans
to meet demand and minimise disruption
to the transport service
• Monitor and evaluate information and
feedback, recognise trends and suggest
improvements to transport services and
products.
Professionalism
• Recognise opportunities and implement
plans to improve the customer experience
within the transport environment
• Develop a network of contacts within the
transport environment and associated
industries with clear personal and
organisational benefits.

•B
 uild and maintain a team which meets
the needs and the strategic objectives of
the business and the safe operation of the
transport environment

•M
 anage the control of resources,
equipment and materials, determining
the quality, quantity and suitability for the
benefit of transport service delivery
•B
 uild staff commitment to organisational
values and goals and encourage
collaboration
•E
 valuate and deal with the performance
issues affecting team members ensuring
courses of action are in-line with
professional codes of conduct.

Behaviours (Live it)

Continuing improvement

Behaviours

• Review processes and procedures to
improve performance of service

A passenger transport manager needs to:

• Encourage a culture of continuous
improvement and identify efficiencies
• Assess your team’s current skills,
knowledge and competence against
business needs
• Customer service skills and competence.
Communication and negotiation
• Analyse and interpret management
information
• Present relevant and specific information
to key network stakeholders, ancillary
services, groups of staff and customers
• Conduct negotiations with key
stakeholders to meet objectives and inspire
confidence in the transport industry.

TRAINING SOLUTIONS FROM WESTON COLLEGE

•B
 e analytical in their approach to
maintaining a safe transport environment,
able to remain calm under pressure and
process challenges systematically
•F
 ocus on quality, with a keen attention
to detail
•B
 uild relationships that motivate others
to delivery quality
•B
 e approachable by customers and able to
negotiate and influence to achieve the best
outcomes
•B
 e adaptable, driven and confident to
deliver effective management.

END TEST CRITERIA
Readiness for the Independent End Assessment
Quarterly milestone meetings will allow the employer,
apprentice and training provider to keep track of progress
and will be a good indicator of when the apprentice is
ready for their end point assessment. A mock end point
test or completed portfolio of evidence may also help.
Apprentices must have completed their Operators CPC
before progressing to the end point assessment.

Functional Skills
It is anticipated that functional skills will not be required
due to the entry criteria but should this need to be
undertaken Functional Skills Level 2 in English and maths
will need to be achieved on the apprenticeship.
Development of further English and maths skills will
continue for the whole of the apprenticeship even if
the functional skills are achieved before the end of the
programme.

End Assessment
In order to pass the apprentice must pass each of the
components of the end point assessment. If an apprentice
does not pass one or more of the components there will be
opportunity to be reassessed on that component. However,
all parties should be confident that the apprentice is ready
to start the end point assessment before the process is
started.
Failed:
•T
 he apprentice has not met all the criteria in the in the
assessment plan.
To meet the criteria, the apprentice must demonstrate
competence of all of the relevant skills, knowledge and
behaviours.
Pass:
•T
 o achieve a Pass grade the candidate will be able to
meet all of the assessment criteria for both the core
and specific knowledge, understanding skills in this
assessment plan.
The apprentice must pass both components of the EPA
in order to pass.

For more information
01934 411 594
www.weston.ac.uk/employers
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